UIT Leadership Spotlight: Cassandra Van Buren, Ph.D., Associate Director, Strategic Communication

Dr. Van Buren talks about growing up in Hawai‘i (Oahu’s North Shore), spending summers in Japan, her interest in tech and human culture, and getting back on the water with her kayak and her dogs.

Once a farmer and chemical engineer, Dr. Joey Yang now loves fixing broken things

The systems administrator, who grew up in China and briefly studied in Germany, credits his engineering background for his ability to quickly troubleshoot problems - at work and home.

stUdo Sessions: Cindy Liao, Product Management (CTO)

The computer science and applied mathematics major loves the flexibility of her position - from prioritizing her schedule to picking up side projects with other teams.

Dr. Martin Cuma from CHPC featured in Humans of the U

In the This Week @theU series article, the computational scientist discusses the benefits of commuting by bicycle to the university.

Call for proposals: 2019 UETN Tech Summit

UIT employees and other IT professionals are encouraged to submit proposals for presentations, workshops, trainings, and/or operational demos.
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How are we doing?

Take a survey and let us know

UIT employees and other IT professionals are encouraged to submit proposals for presentations, workshops, trainings, and/or operational demos.
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